Abstract. Procedures are presented for obtaining the complete low temperature asymptotic behavior of fractional integrals (of Riemann-Liouville type) of squares of Fermi-Dirac integrals. These integrals occur in consideration of the properties of electron systems. The development is presented in the context of calculating the exchange thermodynamic potential for a d-dimensional neutralized homogeneous electron gas interacting via a 1/r potential.
1. Introduction. The study of the thermodynamics of the electron gas in three dimensions has a long history. Because of recent interest in systems such as semiconductor inversion layers, having restricted dimensionality, the two-dimensional analogue is receiving similar scrutiny. Several investigations of the first order exchange energy of these systems are available, the most recent being that of Isihara and Toyoda [1] (cf. also [la] ). The analytic methods used give only the leading terms of the low temperature expansion, however, and the main purpose of this note is to present the complete asymptotic series. We can do this most succinctly if the dimensionality d of the system is left arbitrary and we specialize to d 2, 3 at the end of the calculation.
To our knowledge this device has been used previously only by May [2] who examined the specific heat of the ideal Fermi and Bose gases and showed that they coincide for d--2. Our result can also be applied for d-1, where the model has been used for certain one-dimensional organic metals and the general expression may be of interest to renormalization group theorists. Specifically,, we calculate the first order exchange contribution to the thermodynamic potential of a uniform neutralized electron gas under the usual assumption that the electrons interact by the 1/r potential in all dimensions.
2. Formulation of the problem. The general expression for the quantity we wish to calculate is (1) [3] c+ieo ds 7T exp [3 ( 
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Units where h 2m 1 are used and kF denotes the Fermi momentum. Inserting (2) into (1) leads to the 2d-dimensional integral
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The insertion of (11) and (2) 
is the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order/z, of IF(t)]2, and its asymptotic behavior can be found by the method in [5, 4.10] using Mellin transform theory. This is described in the Appendix. Instead we present here an alternative procedure using the two-sided Laplace transform. The reason for presenting both approaches is that they each leave certain constants in the expansions either unspecified or in terms of complicated integrals. By comparing the results obtained in these two ways, these constants can be uniquely determined and the asymptotic series worked out completely.
From [3] 
In order to obtain the needed development of g(s) it is convenient to use an alternative integral representation which we can obtain from Parseval's formula. We have (23) f(u) Yl/z(z)Ho
[1+;{2 log ()+2(2m +)-2(m + [1] , differing only slightly in the value of the coefficient of the third terms. This work corrects an erroneous calculation by one of the authors [10] , where Hospitals' rule was applied inconsistently in that a constant of integration was ignored. While the first two terms of (4 l c) were given correctly, the remainder of the expansion was not.
The results in (40) and (41) are not the physical value of the exchange energy. To obtain this, (36) must be combined with the kinetic contribution to the thermodynamic potential, which is 
The asymptotic expansion of G< (x) is readily obtained through repeated integration by parts yielding
To treat the constituent ((2)(X) we apply the Mellin transform technique developed in [5] . We begin by writing The present results can also be derived by direct termwise integration of the asymptotic expansion of IF(t)] .
